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hat fisheties in th~ Excl\lsive
Economic Zones (EEZs) of
maritime countries,

which usually

extend lOO nautical miles from shore. arc in
trouble has been well documented recemly. As fish
stocks within EEZS h3.\'c been depIcted, fishing effort
on deep-sea ecosystems and seamounts has increased.
At the same time counnics have increased the usc
offishcrics subsidies. rh:u is, go"crnmcnt monetary
rransfcrs to the fishing $Cctor. in the misplaced
hoJX that this will keep their fishers emplop:d and
maintain or <,,"en inCfC'asc their fish supply. The
hope is misplaced because many fish stocks arc
currently either overexploited or fully exploited.
Evcn without subsidies. deep-sea fishes are very
vulnerable to ovcrfishing. This is because these fishes
are long-lived and slow-growing as light, nutrients
and food is scarce in the deep-sea. Thus, species
inhabiting this environment have low growth
tates, late maturity and low fecundity. In addition,
deep-sea species exhibit aggregative behavior, and
depend on structural habitats, thereby increasing
the vulnerability ofdeep-sea fishes to ovetfishing.
These vulnerable fishes I"'e in ecosystems where
habitat structure is pro\'ided by delicate species such
as long-I,,'cd deep-sea corals and glass sponges.
The intrinsic growth rate of a fish is Simply the
natural rate of growth of the fish per given period,
which is dependent on the initial weight of the
fish. An intrinsic growth rate of 0.1 for a fish per
year means that the biomass of the fish grows by
LO% in one year. On the orher hand, the interest
rate is the rate that the market will pay someone
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for saving their money for one year. For example, if
a bank pays an interest rate of 5% per annum, then
someone who saves $100 with the bank for one
year will receive $105 at the end of the year. These
conceptS are important for this discussion because
it is well demonstrated in the literature that fish
species with low intrinsic growth rates relative to
the interest rate faced depletion. This is because
for:l.ll economically rational commercial fisher, the
fish is more 'productive' in the bank than in the
ocean. For insunce. the deep-sea species sablrfish.
Pacifict;"nadiu and orange TOughy ha\'e estimated
intrinsic growth rates of 0.02.5. This implies that
for these species, an interest rate ofover 2..5% is all
that is needed to overfish them. To pur things in
perspective, both the Canadian and us governments
recommend a (interesr) rate of 7% for evaluating
government projects, a rate at which an economically
rational commercial fisher will prefer to liguidate
all these fishes and turn them inco bank accounts.
Thus, most deep-sea species will have a tough
time surviving in a free marker system. If in
add irion, subsidies are provided to the Reer fishing
in the deep-sea, the incenri\'e ro o\'erhsh is likel)' to
increase by orders of magnitude because it becomes
far more desirable to mine the deep-sea resources
than conduct a sustainable fishery. Fishing firms thar
will not be profitable will artificially become so, and
those already in operation will be able to increase
their fishing capacity with the provision of subsidies.
In a recem study, my colleagues and I estimated the
amount of government subsidies to bottom trawlers
active in the high seas to be about uS$16l million

per year, which consrirures 1)% of the £OrJllanded
value (gross revenue) of the fleer. This subsidization
rate is higher than the estimared profitability of
this vessel group, of about 10% of landed value.
The implication of this finding is that, without
subsidies, the bulk of rhe world's borrom trawl
Reet operaring in the high seas will be operating
ar a loss, and unable £0 fish, therC'by reducing rhe
current threar £0 deep-sea and high seas fish srocks.
An important point 10 nOle here is that wc ha\"e
little knowledgc of stock depiction or di\·ersit)'
losses that continue £0 occur in the deep and high
seas. The combination oftow growth ratC's, high
interest (discoum) rates, and the lack of adequate
knowledge about thC' deep and high seJS, imply that
society's goal should be to avoid irrc\'ersiblc damage.
From an ecological perspective, we cannot
afford to destroy the detp-sea. From an economic
perspective, it has been demonstrated that deepseJ fishers, as a group, cannot afford £0 conduct
deep-sea fisheries withom subsidies. To ensure
that deep-sea fishes and deep-sea habitat arc
nor irreycrsibl)· harmed, immediate action is
needed to limit the ad\·erse impacts of deep-sea
bottom trawling. This need is recognized by
a growing number of coumrics, and national
go\'ernments are increasingly designaring
areas within their EEZS closed to trawling.
At its last meering in November 1006, the UN
General Assembly tried £0 adopt a resolution £0
establish an interim mora£Orium on all high seas
bottom trawling. lhis did not happen, which was
unfortunate because doing so would have protected

fragile
deepsea habitats
and fishes. Anorher
attempr will be made in ovembcr 100- by the
UN General Assembly·; hopefully the countries
..... ill work through the UN to come to agreement
thiS time around. Meanwhile, another global
organization, the World Trade Organiution
(WTO), is currently negotiating a number of trade
rdated issues including the elimination of trade
dis£Orting and overfishing subsidies. Success at
the WTO will be a great help to the sustainability
of high and deep-sea fishes and their delicatc and
vulnerable habitats. As our research has shown, the
elimination of overfishing subsidies wilJ remo\'c
the 'artificial' profits that deep-sea bottom trawlers
enjoy as a result of subsidies, and thus makC' the bulk
of the Reet unable to fish. thereby protccting the
high and deep-seas from trawling gear with their
massivc steel doors, rollers, cables and nets.
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